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Building good ontologies is 
hard
• domain knowledge is required  to know 
what terms to add
• technical skills are required to know how 
to add terms and define them logically
• both are required to ensure that term 
definit ion matches intended meaning 
 Each term can take significant t ime and 
effort
 many terms are needed to cover a 
domain 
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OBI
!
OBI scope: 
model any 
investigation in the 
biomedical domain
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Approach 1
• ‘Quick ID’
–
Provide term submission interface for domain 
experts through spreadsheet / website
–
ask for textual definit ion, examples, …
–
assign an ID immediately (or after cursory 
review); guarantee stability of ID. 
–
Review later where to place the term in the 
ontology, rework definit ion, and how to define it  
logically
• Problem: 
–
Later modeling may not reflect  what user 
intended. 
–
Danger of building ‘t rash heap’ of poorly defined 
terms
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Approach 2: Quick Term 
Template
• Ident ify set  of classes that are 
specializat ions of one parent
• Generate logical definit ion of parent class, 
including restrict ions that serve as a 
design pattern for specializat ions
• Create spread sheet (quick term template) 
for use by domain experts to create child 
terms
• Parse spreadsheet and add fully logically 
defined child classes into ontology N
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Example: analyte assay
• Many assays determ ine the 
concentrat ion of an ent ity of 
interest , e.g.
–
glucose concentrat ion in blood
–
ant ibody t iter in serum
• Definit ion of analyte assay: An 
assay with the object ive to 
capture informat ion about the 
concentrat ion of an analyte in 
an evaluant. 
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Logical definit ion of ‘analyte 
assay’
an assay that
• ‘achieves planned object ive’ some 
‘analyte measurement object ive’
• and realizes some ('evaluant role' that  
‘inheres in’ some ‘material ent ity’)
• and realizes some ('analyte role' that  
‘inheres in’ some ('scattered molecular 
aggregate‘ and has_grain only 
‘molecular ent ity’))
• and has_specified_output_informat ion 
some ('scalar measurement datum' 
and ('is quality measurement of' some 
'molecular concentrat ion') and ('has 
measurement unit  label' some 
concentrat ion unit  label'))
10 ug / 
m l
This 
took
~2 years
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Logical definit ion of ‘analyte 
assay’
an assay that
• ‘achieves planned object ive’ some 
‘analyte measurement object ive’
• and realizes some ('evaluant role' that  
‘inheres in’ some ‘m aterial entity’)
• and realizes some ('analyte role' that ‘inheres 
in’ some ('scattered molecular aggregate‘ and 
has_grain only ‘m olecular entity’))
• and has_specified_output_information some 
('scalar measurement datum' 
and ('is quality measurement of' some 
'molecular concentration') and ('has 
measurement unit label' some concentration 
unit label'))
10 ug / 
m l
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Logical definit ion of ‘analyte 
assay’
an assay that
• ‘achieves planned object ive’ some 
‘analyte measurement object ive’
• and realizes some ('evaluant role' that  
‘inheres in’ some ‘portion of blood’)
• and realizes some ('analyte role' that ‘inheres 
in’ some ('scattered molecular aggregate‘ and 
has_grain only ‘glucose’))
• and has_specified_output_information some 
('scalar measurement datum' 
and ('is quality measurement of' some 
'molecular concentration') and ('has 
measurement unit label' some concentration 
unit label'))
10 ug / 
m l
QTT: Create a template to define 
specializat ions of analyte assay  
based on the evaluant and 
analyte used 
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Example QTT template
Analyte Evaluant 
CHEBI:17234 
(glucose)
FMA:12274 
(urine)
PRO:000000017 
(interferon gamma)
OBI:1000023 
(cell culture 
supernatant )
CHEBI:17234
(glucose)
Processing template:  
•Parse template for syntactic accuracy
• Import terms as necessary via 
MIREOT procedure
• Generate a new unique identifier for 
each class 
• Create class metadata (label, textual 
definition) based on restrictions
• Set N&S class restrictions based on 
OWL template 
• Use reasoner to check for 
consistency and duplicity
• Return list of identifiers to user
Automatically created labels
2)glucose concentration 
measurement in urine
3)interferon gamma concentration 
measurement in cell culture 
supernatant
4)glucose concentration 
measurement
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General: 
• Class must already be in OBI 
OR  
• Class must belong to OBO Foundry candidate 
ontology,  and have a parent class present ly imported 
in OBI
Specific for example template: 
• ‘analyte class’ must be a molecular ent ity
(this includes ‘molecular ent it ies’ in ChEBI and 
‘protein’ from PRO)
• evaluant class can be any material ent ity  
(should be further restricted) 
Const raints on classes inserted 
into tem plate
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Current implementat ion 
status
• A perl script  has been developed for 
test ing the overall approach. Not for 
product ion
• Some java code available  (James Malone)
• interest  in Protégé community to integrate 
into plugin (Mart in J O’Connor)
• interest  to integrate with OntoFox (He 
group)
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Future software 
development: Xmas list
• A protégé plugin would be nice (our current 
working environment)
• Ease creat ion of new templates
–
Point to a parent class 
–
Ident ify which parts of the logical definit ion 
should be in template
–
Set constraints on what classes are allowed to 
fill template
–
Provide text to be completed for metadata
• Ease complet ing a template
–
direct ly use OLW / BioPortal to browse for 
applicable filler classes
• Fully automate class generat ion from completed 
template as out lined before
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Summary: Benefits of the 
QTT approach
• Provides a mechanism to add exact ly 
defined classes to the ontology without 
the need for manual review
• Shields community domain experts (e.g. 
wet lab scient ists) from knowledge 
engineering jargon / specifics
• Allows to create specific templates to map 
exist ing well structured art ifact  into a new 
framework 
(e.g. for OBI: IUPAC clinical chemistry, 
nomenclature, LOINC)Nature
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Potent ial Limitat ions
• Using tables will not  work for very 
complex class definit ion
• Fundamental lim itat ion through MIREOT: 
The imported 3 rd party classes do not keep 
their restrict ions
• Relies on imported ontologies to have a 
clean is-a structure
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